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Abstract

We present in this paper a new learning problem called learning distributions from experts.

In the case we study the experts are stochastic deterministic finite automata (sdfa). We deal

with the situation arising when wanting to learn sdfa from unrepeated examples.  This is

intended to model the situation where the data is not generated automatically, but in an

order dependent of its probability, as would be the case with the data presented by a human

expert. It is then impossible to use frequency measures directly in order to construct the

underlying automaton or to adjust its probabilities. In this paper we prove that although a

polynomial identification with probability one is not always possible, a wide class of

automata can successfully, and for this criterion, be identified. As the framework is new the

problem leads to a variety of open problems.

Keywords: identification with probability one, grammatical inference, polynomial

learning, stochastic deterministic finite automata.

1 Introduction and Related work

Inference of deterministic finite automata (dfa) or of regular grammars is a favourite

subject of grammatical inference. It is well known [Gol67, Gol78] that the class cannot be

identified in the limit from text, i.e. from positive examples only. As the problem of not

having negative evidence arises in practice, different options as how to deal with the issue

have been proposed. Restricted classes of dfa can be identified [Ang82, GV90], heuristics

have been proposed [RV87] and used for practical problems in speech recognition or

pattern recognition [L&al 94], and stochastic inference has been proposed as a mean to deal

with the problem [CO94, SO94].

Stochastic grammars and automata have been used for some time in the context of

speech recognition [RJ93, Ney95]. Algorithms that (heuristically) learn a context-free

grammar have been proposed (for a recent survey see [Sak97]), and other algorithms

(namely the forward-backward algorithm for Hidden Markov Models, close to stochastic

finite automata or the inside-outside algorithm for stochastic context-free grammars) that
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compute probabilities for the rules have been realised [RJ93, LY90]. But in the general

framework of grammatical inference it is important to search for algorithms that not only

perform well in practice, but that provably converge to the optimal solution, using only a

polynomial amount of time.

For the case of stochastic finite automata the problem has been dealt with by different

authors: Stolcke and Ohomundro [SO94] learn stochastic deterministic finite automata

through Bayes minimisation, Carrasco and Oncina [CO94] through state merging

techniques common to classical algorithms for the dfa inference problem. Along the same

line Ron et al. [RST95] learn acyclic dfa, proving furthermore that under certain

restrictions the inferred automaton is Probably Approximately Correct.

In these papers (but also those from the speech recognition community) an elementary

assumption is that the presentation of the examples is unordered (or at least the algorithms

do not use this information), and that strings with high probability can appear many  times

in the learning multisample. If for instance some string has probability 1/3, it is expected

that one third of the sample is occupied by this string. This can be justified by practical

reasons: when learning from a set where sampling has been done automatically, strings will

be repeated according to their probability.

But let us deal with the case where it is not so, and suppose that the protocol does not

allow for multiple presentation of data. This is intended to model the situation where the

learning data is given to us by a human expert who will certainly not give us repeatedly the

same string. Nevertheless the same expert will give us the strings accordingly to the

distribution they follow. We can thus consider the expert as a black box containing the

distribution to be learned. When requested the expert computes (accordingly to the

distribution) a new example and adds it with a label to the learning set, and increases the

label.

The expert acts as follows:

rank←0

Do n times (or less if less than n strings have non null probability)

1. Generate an unseen example u

2. Add (u, rank) to the learning set

3.  rank←rank+1

The problem of learning from examples delivered by such a black box will be called

learning from an expert (as opposed to multisample learning) in the sequel.

In this paper the expert will be a sdfa. We will prove that for restricted classes of sdfa

the structure of the automaton can be learned, and the probabilities estimated. Furthermore

the algorithms to do so are polynomial in the overall length of the data and convergence

can be obtained with probability one.
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In section 2 we provide the elementary definitions and techniques. The problem of

learning sdfa involves two different matters: learning the structure or topology of the

underlying automaton and estimating the probabilities. In the usual framework of

multisample learning both problems are dealt with simultaneously. Two passes are needed

in learning from an expert. In section 3 we study the easier of the two problems: estimating

the probabilities given a structure. In section 4 we give our results concerning the inference

of the structure. We conclude with a first list of open problems concerning this new model.

2 Preliminaries

An alphabet is a finite non empty set of distinct symbols. For a given alphabet X, the set of

all finite strings of symbols from X is denoted by X*. The empty string is denoted by λ. A

language L over X is a subset of X*. Given L, L is the complementary of L in X* .

A stochastic deterministic finite automaton (sdfa) A=< X, Q, q0, P, δ> consists of an

alphabet  X, set of terminal symbols, a set Q of states, with q0 the initial state, a partial

transition function δ: Q×X→Q and P a probability function Q×X∪{ λ} → , such that:
∀ ∈ =

∈ ∪{ }
∑q Q P q x

x X
, ( , ) 1

λ

We define recursively:
δ δ δ( , . ) ( , )( , )q x w q wi q xi

=

And the probability for a string to be generated by A is defined recursively by:
P q x w P q x P q wi i q xi

( , . ) ( , ). ( , )( , )= δ

The language generated by the automaton is defined as L w X p w= ∈ ≠{ }* : ( ) 0

In case the sdfa contains no useless nodes it generates a distribution over X*. We can

then also define recursively:
P q x wX P q x P q wX

P q X

i i q x

i

i
( , . *) ( , ). ( , *)

( , *)

( , )=

=
δ

1

The class of stochastic regular languages consists of all languages generated by

stochastic non deterministic finite automata. Although not all stochastic regular languages

can be generated by sdfa, we will concentrate on the deterministic case: indeed

determinism plays a central part in grammatical inference, and by doing so we are

following the same line as related work [CO94, SO94, RST95]

Two sdfa are equivalent if they provide identical probability distribution over X*, i.e. if

every string over X has equal probability for both distributions.

 A sample is a finite presentation of examples, i.e. a subset S of X*, and a rank function

ρ: S->  giving the rank of each element of S.
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The main tool to compare distributions given a sample is to use the fact that given

strings appear before others in the sample. This will be done through the following lemma:

Lemma 1
Let  A=< X, Q, q0, P, δ> be a sdfa, S a sample and w, w' two strings appearing in S

such that w=uv, w'=u'v and δ(q0, u)= δ(q0, u').

Then  Pr( ( ) ( ))
( , *)

( , *) ( , *)
ρ ρw w

P q uX

P q uX P q u X
< ′ =

+ ′
0

0 0

Proof

Pr( ( ) ( ))
( , )

( , ) ( , )

( , *) ( , )

( , *) ( , ) ( , *) ( , )

( , *)
( ,

( , )

( , ) ( , )

ρ ρ

δ

δ δ

w w
P q w

P q w P q w

P q uX P q v

P q uX P q v P q u X P q v

P q uX

P q uX

q u

q u q u

< ′ =
+ ′

=

⋅

⋅ + ′ ⋅
=

′

0

0 0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0 0

*)*) ( , *)+ ′P q u X0

◊

3 Learning the probabilities

In this section we suppose that the actual structure (the automaton) is given, and the

problem is to infer from the data the probabilities of the automaton. Thus we are given an

automaton A=< X, Q, q0, P, δ>, and a sample S.

In the case of repeated data the results for the problem are two fold. On one hand the

backward-forward algorithm performs well in practice [LY90], or alternatively Alergia

[CO94] can compute the probabilities. On the other hand negative results [AW92, K&al 94]

show that if the size of the alphabet is allowed to increase no polynomial algorithm can

achieve identification.

We start this section with a counter-example showing that in general the probabilities

are hard to learn:

a

b
0

1

2

figure 1

When learning from an expert from the automaton of figure 1 a set of learning

examples can contain at most 3 examples, and the 6 possible orderings or rank functions
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for these 3 examples will only allow us to learn 6 different distributions. Therefore a

necessary condition for learning to be possible is that an infinite number of examples is

available. This condition has to hold for all probabilities we wish to compute hence it is

sufficient (but also necessary) that the automata has to accept an infinity of strings re-

entering at least once into the initial state. Technically:

Definition  1

 A sdfa is left infinite if

 {u∈X*: δ(q0, u)=q0 ∧ ∃v∈X* P(uv)>0} = ∞

In order to learn the probability distributions we need the following notations:

given q∈Q, a language L over X and a string u∈X* ,
µ(u, L)=min {ρ(uv): v∈L} 

c(q, L)={w∈X*: δ(q0, w)=q ∧ µ(w, L)<µ(w, L)} 
where if  µ(w, L) is undefined then it is incomparable and so is not counted.

Example : given the following (indexed) presentation of examples on alphabet X={ a, b}:

[bb, λ, b, bbbabab, ba, ababaa, bbb, baabb, bbbaaa, bbbabbb, bababaaaaaaaaaaaabb,

bbabb, aab, bbbabbbababaaabaaaabbb, abb, abbaaababbab, a , bbbb, baaabbbaa,

bbaaab, bba, bbaa, abababab]

and the automaton of figure 2,

µ(λ, {λ})=1, µ(λ, λ{ })=0

c(q0, {λ})=3 c(q0, λ{ })=4

aa

b

b

0 1

figure 2

Proposition 1

1 when n→∞, P q
c q

c q c q
( , )

( , )

( , ) ( , )
λ

λ
λ λ

= { }
{ } + { }

2 when n→∞, P q a
c q aX

c q aX c q aX
( , )

( , *)
( , *) ( , *)

=
+

 ∀a∈X

Proof
This follows by lemma 1 from the fact that given any string u such that δ(q0, u)=q the

probability that µ(u, L ) is smaller than µ (u, L) is 
P q x

P q x

( , )
( , )1−

 where x=λ if L ={ λ}, or
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x=a∈X if L =aX* . The  µ(u, L ) < µ(u, L) correspond to the outcome of independent

Bernoulli trials, and hence as the number of examples grows, we have the following

convergence:

c q

c q

( , )

( , )

λ
λ

{ }
{ }

 to 
P q

P q

( , )
( , )

λ
λ1−

  and  (∀a∈X) 
c q aX

c q aX

( , *)
( , *)

 to 
P q a

P q a

( , )
( , )1−

.

◊

This gives us a formula to estimate the different quantities P(q, x) for each state q. The

estimation of the probabilities converges if the automaton is left-infinite, i.e. if an

unbounded amount of data is available.

Without formalising the computations, all this can be done in polynomial time.  From a

finite set of examples the probabilities will presumably not add up. It is therefore necessary

at the end of the process to adjust the probabilities via  :

′ =

∈ ∪{ }
∑

P q x
P q x

P q y
y X

( , )
( , )

( , )
λ

Following with the example, we have:

c(q1, {λ})=1 c(q1, λ{ })=2

c(q0, aX*)=2 c(q0, aX* )=6

c(q0, bX*)=3 c(q0, bX* )=2

c(q1, aX*)=2 c(q1, aX* )=4

c(q1, bX*)=3 c(q1, bX* )=3

P(q0, λ)=3/7 P(q0, a)=1/4 P(q0, b)=3/5

P(q1, λ)=1/3 P(q1, a)=1/3 P(q1, b)=1/2

After adjusting we get :

P(q0, λ)=60/179 P(q0, a)=35/179 P(q0, b)=84/179

P'(q1, λ)=2/7 P'(q1, a)=2/7 P'(q1, b)=3/7

giving the following sdfa:

0.29

0.29

0.47

0.42

0.2

 0.33

aa

b

b

0 1

figure 3
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4 Learning the structure

In this section we aim at learning the topology of the automaton, given a finite ranked set

of examples. In the context of learning from a multisample this is dealt with at the same

time as the computation of the probabilities takes place [CO94, RST95, GBE96]. When

learning from an expert this cannot be so as and a first pass is needed to construct the

underlying automaton. As in the previous section we start with an example showing that

for arbitrary automata the topology cannot be inferred. This will lead to defining a

restrictive class of sdfa for which we sketch a learning algorithm. The condition we give is

sufficient but finding a necessary condition remains an open problem.

Example:

a

1/2

1/2

p"

a, b

1-p'

1-p 1-p'

b a

aa

a

p'

p

p'

p

4

50

1 3

2

1-p

1-2p"

figure 4

Now notice that for all sdfa based on figure 4 such that p.p' is constant the distributions

over all strings but {a, aa, b, ba} are equal. Thus only a finite number of strings would

separate the distribution from the one given by the automaton depicted figure 5, making

identification impossible.

aaa/b

1-2p"1-p'1-p

p'p p"

a/b

1/2
0 1 2 3

figure 5

The algorithm for learning the structure of a sdfa from an expert is based on Alergia,

the algorithm inferring sdfa from multisamples [CO94].
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a

b
a

ba

b

b

ba
1

4

5

6

3

7

9

82

0

figure 6.

The prefix tree acceptor for the (ordered) set [aa, λ , abab, b, bb, bab, ab]. The numbering
of the states follows the breadth-first ordering that shall be used in the algorithm.

Initialisation consists in building the prefix tree T from S (the tree that recognises all

strings in S, an example is depicted figure 6), and the goal is to compute a partition of the

states in T, such that two states are in the same class if they have to be merged together to

obtain the automaton from T. To do so a breadth-first exploration of the tree takes place; at

each step an attempt is made to merge the new state q with one of the previously visited

states (q'). A compatibility function (compatible(q, q')) tests how close the distribution of

suffixes coming from states q and q' are, with respect to a confidence level α . In Alergia

the test is recursive, as for q and q' to be declared compatible, all pairs of states <δ(q, u),

δ(q', u)>, for all u in X*, have to be compatible. The number of such tests is only finite, as

state q has only a finite number of successors. If the compatibility test returns value true,

states q and q' are merged.

Algorithm learn-by-merging
input : a sample S, a confidence level α.
output : a sdfa
begin

A= Prefix Tree acceptor from S.
for j = 1 to T -1 do

for i=0 to j  do
if compatible (qi , qj ) then
merge (A, qi ,  qj )
determinise(A)
exit (i-loop)
end if

end-for
end for
return A

end algorithm
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The backbone of the algorithm is identical to that of state merging techniques inferring

dfa from positive and negative data [OG94] This enables the algorithm to be modified to

take into account quantitative information about the data, thus modifying the exploration

order [GBE96, HOV96].

In the case of learning from experts a compatibility test remains to be proposed. To do

so it is necessary to translate the order preserving properties into Bernoulli trials. We turn

to lemma 1 and define the following:

minrank q v uv q u q( , ) min ( ) : ( , )= ={ }ρ δ 0

m q q L v L minrank q v minrank q v( , , ) : ( , ) ( ' , )′ = ∈ <{ }

And using Hoeffding bounds [Hoe63] we have:

P q q L
f

n n
( , , ) log′ − < 1

2
2
α

 with probability larger than 1-α.

where P(q, q', L) is the probability that given any string v in L , a string uv (with

δ(q0, u)=q) appears before the first string u'v (with δ(q0, u')=q') in a sample of L(A);

and where f= m(q, q', L), n=m(q, q', L)+m(q', q, L)

As the actual probability is unknown we can use the bound to compare two frequencies

We will use a base frequency ( the estimation of P(q, q',  X*)) to which shall be compared,

for each prefix v the frequency corresponding to the value P(q, q',  vX*).  This is possible

by the following lemma:

Lemma  2

Let L be a language over X. If q and q' are in the same class then:

P(q,  q', X*)=P(q, q', L)

Proof

We have  (∀v∈X*): 

P q uv

P q uv
P q q v

u q u q

u q u q

( , )

( , )
( , ,{ })

: ( , )

: ( , )

0

0

0

0

δ

δ

=

= ′

∑

∑
= ′ . The result follows.

◊

If the difference between frequencies is more than the sum of the confidence ranges the

states q and q' will be declared incompatible. The actual test is the following:

m q q L

n

m q q L

n n n

( , , ) ( , , )
log

′ − ′ < ⋅ +






1

1

2

2 1 2

1
2

2 1 1
α

with ni=m(q, q', Li)+m(q', q, L i).

We now have the different elements to write our compatibility algorithm.
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Algorithm compatible
input : q,  q' : states
output : Boolean
begin

n1← m q q X m q q X( , , *) ( , , *)′ + ′

val← m q q X

n

( , , *)′

1

do (for all v∈X* such that there exists in S a string uvw with δ(q0, u)=q)

n2← m q q vX m q q vX( , , *) ( , , *)′ + ′

if val
m q q vX

n n n
− ′ < ⋅ +







( , , *)

log
2 1 2

1
2

2 1 1
α

 return false

end do
return true

end algorithm.

Convergence of the algorithm.

It is clear that if q and q' belong to the same class, compatibility will be detected. But

what of the opposite ? Can two states be merged due to a wrong compatibility test ?

Clearly, through our initial example the answer is positive. We can nevertheless give a

sufficient condition so that two states belonging to two different classes be declared (in

probability) incompatible:

Definition  2

Given a sdfa A, two states q and q' are order-distinguishable if

∃u, v∈X*  / P(q, q', uX*)≠P(q, q', vX*) and all sets {w'∈X*: ∃w∈X* δ(q0, w)=γ ∧
P(wyw')≠0} (for γ∈{ q, q'} and y ∈{ u,  v}) are infinite.

A sdfa is order-distinguishable if every pair of states in A are order-distinguishable.

It follows that if two states corresponding to two order-distinguishable (classes of)

states are tested for compatibility, given sufficient data (which is possible because the

amount of possible data is unbounded), the test will return a negative answer. Furthermore

the number of calls to function compatible is bounded by T T⋅ +1 2, where T  is the size

of T. And inside each call only Tq  "v" will be used for tests, where Tq is the sub-tree of T

at node q.

Conclusion

The results in this paper are two-fold. We first present a new learning paradigm, that we

call learning from an expert. Instead of learning a distribution from a multisample we use

the order of appearance of the data to do so. We provide the techniques to learn stochastic

deterministic finite automata in this context, although to do so we have to restrict
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technically the class. The derived algorithms are polynomial in the size of the learning

sample, and they allow for identification with probability one. They do not (it is also the

case with multisample learning algorithms [CO94, GBE96]) assure us to identify correctly

from a polynomial quantity of data. There are several open questions to be dealt with. First

the condition of order-distinguishability is obviously a very strong condition, and if a less

restrictive one (or a more descriptive one) for which polynomial identification can be

obtained it would be of interest. A second problem is, as in [RTS95] to give sufficient

conditions for only a polynomial (in the size of the sdfa) amount of data to be necessary

even if this requires restricting further the class of automata. Finally a third trend of

research would be to see how having access to more than one expert can help the learning.

Perhaps even a second expert can help : one can use the amount of times experts agree on

the ordering of specific strings as a compatibility test.
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